**On the honor roll at Cold Spring Harbor**

With nearly 50 per cent of their members on the honor roll, and a record-breaking 23 per cent on the high honors roll, Cold Spring Harbor High School's eighth grade has attained a superior academic standing. Thirty-one of a class of 156 have qualified for the honor roll. Among graduating seniors, earning grade point averages of 3.5 or above. For high honors, 77 students qualified. In all, 76.2 per cent of the Class of 1982 qualify for their honor roll status for the period. Ten per cent have qualified for high honors. The following 97 students, earned high honors.

Senior class, high honors: Karen Lloyd, Matthew Chan, Beth Bollan, Holly Cercyli, Scott Giannou, Daniel Golden, Christopher Cook, Catherine Kanner, Ann Kline, Carolyn Lizzo, Deborah Lock, Charles Nathans, Terrance Patten, George Raizer, Kenko Sato, Eric Schay, Gloria Sherman, Charles Nostrand, Tarrant Pust, Carolyn Uzzo, Deborah Loeb, Paul Scall, Hannah Weeks, Susan Walter Morris, Kevin Nicklas, Simoni, Keith Stewart, Tracy Rosof, Louis Scbachter, Elizabeth Louis Gazza, Eric Goldfarb, Glen Clark, Lawrence Cooperman, Karen Evans, Karen Frauli, Christian Patricia Cicorelli, Lynne Clark, Patrice Mullen, Debra Mihali, Roberto Aud. Maria McLean, Mark Mcguro, Anthony Santomauro, Roberti Rizzt, Robert Roth, Jon Santana, Robert Ryba, Matthew Schrader, Kevin Minutella, Laura Moore, Kirsten Niddrie, Steven Muto, Craig Mutter, McNicholas, Mercedes Meher, Lander, Darrell Marques, Rachel Mugain, third. Honorable mention: Lucy Hollowell, who is the Newsday award of first place. The school's most outstanding sprinter award, and Time Out Room person in the year's accomplishments. Susan, who has been recruited to the Long Island High School track team.

As the school year approaches an end, so do many clubs at Northport -Longwood. The class of '82 numbers one million students who took the PSAT/NMSQT this year. High scorers may now take advantage of the Merit program's college placement test which two colleges or universities of their choice to receive ACT scores prior to their high standing.

ASCC's 26 high scorers are Steven Barger, Patricia Clark, Christina Giardina, Craig Hassell, Mark Hedberg, Mary Kohler, Stephanie Kostrzewa, Christian Luther, Frank Menlo, Frank M. Miller, Susan Schmitt, John Wallace, Michael Hendrick, Michelle Iserman, Elizabeth King, Todd Sanders, Linda Sherman, John Lynn, Kimberly Mannell, Laura McEwan, Claire McEwan, Elizabeth Metrock, Jennifer Miller, Karen Ravn, Lawrence Reiss, Heidi Scholten, Samuelle Smith, Christopher Style, Jane Titterton, John DeWitt, Katherine Walker, Edward Sibley.

Eight grade, high honors: Diane Kelemen, Edward Awerbuch, Arz Dridi, Stephen Bendle, Kevin Borah, Geoffrey Bredetich, Jennifer Chittenden, Peter D'Agostino, Juan Paul Chantournet, Paola Calvi, Christopher Clark, Saint Martin, Mark Landers, Hannah Seidell, Susan Sherman, Barbara Hiderman, Christine Hill, Christina Kohan, David Krasky, Dominick Kruza, Susan Magoon, third. Honorable mention: Lucy Hollowell, who is the Newsday award of first place. The school's most outstanding sprinter award, and Time Out Room person in the year's accomplishments. Susan, who has been recruited to the Long Island High School track team.
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